Dispelling Myths about Deaf Parents and their Children
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Assumption: Children of deaf parents will be deaf.

Fact: Almost 90% of all children born to deaf parents are hearing. There are thousands of different causes of deafness including accidents, illness and several hundred genetic causes. Almost all of these causes are one-time events, and most children born to deaf parents have no more chance of being born deaf than anyone else. Even genetic causes are usually recessive, so there is little chance that a child or grandchild of hereditarily deaf parents will be deaf.

Assumption: Deaf parents never know when their baby is crying.

Fact: Deaf people are ingenious at figuring out how to compensate for their lack of hearing -- including being extremely vigilant and responsive to their environment. Some deaf parents sleep with a hand in their baby’s crib to sense the vibrations when their baby cries. Other parents have rigged up special devices which trigger lights to let them know when their baby needs them. Adaptive equipment such as a baby cry alarm is available through several manufacturers and distributors.

Assumption: Deaf parents cannot hear or speak.

Fact: Many deaf people actually have some hearing -- although usually it is not enough to be of practical use. However, as many hearing children will attest, deaf parents are often very aware of loud noises or music which they can sense through their residual hearing or by feeling the vibrations these sounds produce.

Fact: Almost all deaf people can speak -- although the clarity of spoken English varies tremendously. More importantly, however, many deaf people have had bad experiences using speech to communicate. As children, many deaf persons were forced to abandon their more natural and fluent sign language and rely solely upon spoken language. As children and adults, deaf persons are also keenly aware of the negative public reactions to their less-than-perfect speech. However, within the privacy and security of their homes, many deaf parents do use their voices with their hearing children.

Assumption: Children of deaf parents will have difficulty learning how to speak.

Fact: Although some hearing children of deaf parents have been sent to speech therapists, this is usually because other people anticipate speech problems rather than because problems are actually observed. This still raises the often asked question, How do hearing children of deaf parents learn to speak? In most cases, these children are exposed to spoken language -- through relatives, playmates and, in some cases, deaf parents who have spoken English skills. However, even hearing children who apparently have no early exposure to spoken language still manage to learn how to speak. This may be explained by recent studies which suggest that the development of spoken language is a fundamental human trait, and depends more upon internally driven development than upon external models or reinforcers.

Assumption: Hearing children of deaf parents who use sign language will be confused.

Fact: As many bilingual studies have demonstrated, children who are bilingual often go through initial stages of experimenting and sorting out their two languages -- but any apparent confusion is temporary. Almost all bilingual children go on to master both of their languages without intervention. Additionally, bilinguals are often more adept at linguistic and analytical skills. Adult hearing children of deaf parents have shown their verbal and oral skills in a wide variety of professions including lawyers, writers, teachers, psychologists and physicians.
Assumption: All children of deaf parents know sign language.

Fact: Although many hearing children of deaf parents consider sign language to be their first language, not all children are fluent in sign language. Some deaf parents are oral and do not use sign language. Even within families in which the parents sign, the degree to which a hearing child signs varies tremendously. Older siblings, particularly older daughters, are most likely to be fluent in sign language. Like other families in which English is not the dominant language of the parents, many deaf parents often encourage their children to use English exclusively. Negative public attitudes towards sign language has undoubtedly tempered some deaf parents desire for their children to learn to sign.

Assumption: Hearing children should speak and sign at the same time.

Fact: Although it is possible to speak and sign at the same time, doing so often compromises both forms of communication. Because the structures of American Sign Language and English are substantially different, trying to speak and sign at the same time is no different than trying to simultaneously speak English while writing Russian.

Assumption: Children of deaf parents are overburdened and parentified.

Fact: Family roles and responsibilities vary tremendously among families with deaf parents. Overall, however, recognizing that deaf parented families are culturally distinct avoids misconstruing or pathologizing behaviors which appear different than those in hearing families. Additionally, outsiders often project responsibilities onto hearing children -- for example, interacting more with the child than the parent, or expecting the child to be the spokesperson rather than merely an interpreter for the parent.
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